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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will discuss an experiment that investigates performance changes 
due to learning while performing the task of precedence constrained scheduling 
(PCS). In PCS, a number of tasks has to be assigned to a number of workers. Each of 
the workers has a Þxed number of hours to perform tasks. Each of the tasks can 
have a different (but integer) duration. Finally, a number of order constraints has to 
be met: sometimes a certain task has to be Þnished before another task may start. All 
workers are assumed to work in parallel. A simple example of this problem is:

There are two workers, each having 6 hours
Task A takes 1 hour
Task B takes 2 hours
Task C takes 3 hours
Task D takes 3 hours
Task E takes 3 hours
The following constraints have to met:
A before B
A before D
C before E

A solution to this example is to assign ABD to one worker, and CE to the other. This 
solution is straightforward, since the constraints are satisfied by the order within a 
single worker. So ÒA before BÓ and ÒA before DÓ are satisfied by assigning ABD to 
a worker, and ÒC before EÓ is satisfied by assigning CE to the second worker. A 
solution in which the constraints are ÒcrossedÓ is to assign ABE to one worker and 
CD to the other. In that case the ÒA before DÓ and ÒC before EÓ constraints span both 
workers. Problems can be made more difficult by increasing the number of tasks and 
workers, but also by creating problems in which the constraints span multiple 
workers for any solution.

Although there are many NP-complete problems that might be used as the task in 
an experiment, not all of them are equally suitable. PCS has the following attractive 
properties:

1. The task is easy to explain, since it corresponds to a task participants may be 
familiar with (scheduling in general).

2. It is improbable that participants have any relevant task-speciÞc knowledge.

3. It is relatively easy to create challenging instances.

4. The task can be presented in several different ways, one of which requires 
participants to solve problems completely by heart.

The version of the problem I will use in the experiment uses instances in which the 
tasks always take up all available time of the workers. So, the duration of all the tasks 
together is equal to the number of workers multiplied by the number of hours each 
worker has. This sub-problem will be called fully-filled precedence constrained 
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scheduling (FF-PCS). Restricting the selection of instances to a sub-problem is in a 
sense dangerous, because a sub-problem of an NP-complete problem is not 
necessarily NP-complete itself. Fortunately, FF-PCS is also NP-complete. A proof of 
this fact is given in an appendix to this chapter.

3.2 Experiment

The goal of the experiment is exploration. The general expectation is that if 
participants have to solve a series of scheduling problems, their performance will 
generally improve due to learning. But what causes these improvements? Is it a 
matter of gradual speed-up, or do participants make discoveries that enable them to 
use a more effective approach to the problem? Analysis of verbal protocols will 
hopefully shed some light on this issue. 

To serve as experimental stimuli, a set of instances with varying difficulty was 
created. The main determiner for difficulty is the number of workers (m), which 
ranged from 1 to 3 in the experiment. The stimuli were presented to participants 
using two different interfaces (figure 3.1), implemented in HyperCard on the 
Macintosh. The direct-manipulation interface, shown in the top panel of figure 3.1, 
shows both a propositional representation and a visual representation of the task. 
The propositional representation lists the constraints of the schedule using short 
sentences such as ÒA before BÓ. In the visual representation, tasks are represented by 
the white boxes with letters in them. The length of each box represents the duration 
of a task. Workers are represented by grey rectangles. As with the tasks, the length 
of the rectangle represents the number of hours a worker has. Participants can create 
a schedule by dragging the task boxes onto the worker rectangles. In the figure task F 
has already been dragged onto the bottom rectangle. In the propositional interface 
participants had to perform the planning process entirely by heart. The only thing 
the interface allows participants to do is to enter the solution by clicking on the 
rectangles containing the letters (A-F in the example) representing the tasks, the 
Ònext workerÓ-button to end the task list of a worker and move on to the next one, 
and a ÒClearÓ-button to start over again. Both interfaces contain a ÒReadyÓ button 
which the participant has to click after entering the solution. If the answer is correct 
the program will move on to the next scheduling problem, else feedback will be 
provided and the participant has to try again.

To see whether participants develop specialized strategies for specific types of 
instances, approximately half of the instances has a solution that conforms to a 
common pattern. This pattern is outlined in figure 3.2 for instances with two and 
three workers. A representation similar to the direct-manipulation interface is used 
(the two worker example is the solution to the instance in figure 3.1). These instances 
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are particularly hard due to the fact that many of the precedence constraints in this 
pattern cross workers in the solution. 

Although this experiment is primarily exploratory, a number of expectations can be 
formulated. A first expectation is that performance will increase due to experience: 
a learning effect. A second expectation is that there will be an effect of the type of 
interface: the direct-manipulation interface is easier, so will lead to better 
performance. A third expectation is that instances conforming to the pattern in 
figure 3.2 will be harder to solve than other instances. A final expectation is that 
participants will discover some new strategies to solve the scheduling problem. 
Evidence for new strategies has to found by protocol analysis, or by sudden jumps 
in performance.

Figure 3.1. Two interfaces used in the experiment. The top panel shows the direct-manipulation 
interface in which participants can drag around boxes representing the tasks, while the bottom 
panel shows the propositional interface in which participants have to solve the problem by 
heart.
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Method

Participants. Eighteen undergraduate students of the University of Groningen were 
recruited to participate in this experiment. The experiment lasted 2 hours, including 
instructions and a small break. Participants were paid Fl. 20 for their efforts. 

Materials. Sixteen FF-PCS instances were created of the following types:

• R1 (2 instances): a single worker with four or Þve tasks

• A2 (10 instances): two workers, conforming to the pattern in Þgure 3.2

• R2 (8 instances): two workers, not conforming to any speciÞc pattern

• A3 (3 instances): three workers, conforming to the pattern in Þgure 3.2

• R3 (3 instances): three workers, not conforming to any speciÞc pattern

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to two groups. Group 1 started the 
experiment with the direct-manipulation interface, and switched to the 
propositional interface for the second half of the experiment. Group 2 started with 
the propositional interface and switched to the direct-manipulation interface for the 
second half. Figure 3.3 shows the exact experimental procedure for each of the two 
groups. At the start of the experiment, participants were instructed about the task 
and the particular interface they started with. To ensure participants properly 
understood how to handle the interface, they were given an example problem with 
its solution, after which they had to enter the solution. After the break participants 
were told the task would remain the same, but the way in which they had to enter 
the answer had changed. They then again had to enter the solution of an example 

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagrams of the solutions to half of the instances presented to the participants 
(an example for two and for three workers is shown). The representation is similar to the direct-
manipulation interface: boxes represent tasks and the length of a box represents its duration. 
The arrows represent precedence constraints. Note that the letters in the boxes are just examples 
and differ between instances.
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using the new interface. Participants were asked to think aloud during the 
experiment, which was recorded using an audio cassette recorder. The software 
registered and time-tagged all actions participants performed during the 
experiment.

Analysis of the results
To analyze the results of the experiment, a number of methods will be used. First, 
we will examine the solution times, and see if participants become faster, and 
whether or not there is transfer between the Þrst and the second interface. Secondly, 
we will do a protocol analysis on the verbal protocols in order to get a deeper 
insight into what strategies participants learn during the experiment. 

3.3 Analysis of solution times

An informal analysis
There are a number of potential factors that inßuence the solution time for each 
instance:

Group 1 Group 2

Start of experiment Start of experiment

Direct 
manipulation 
interface

one R1 problem Propositional 
interface

one R1 problem

one R2 problem one R2 problem

Þve A2 and three R2 
problems, in 
random order

Þve A2 and three R2 
problems, in 
random order

Break Break

Propositional 
interface

one R1 problem Direct 
manipulation 
interface

one R1 problem

one R2 problem one R2 problem

Þve A2 and three R2 
problems, in 
random order

Þve A2 and three R2 
problems, in 
random order

three A3 and three 
R3 problems, in 
random order

three A3 and three 
R3 problems, in 
random order

End of experiment End of experiment

Figure 3.3. Experimental procedure
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1. Individual differences

2. The difÞculty of the instance

3. The interface (direct-manipulation or propositional)

4. Learning

To get some impression of the learning factor, which is the main factor of interest, we 
will first do some quick calculations. To remove the difficulty factor of items, all 
solution times were divided by the average solution time for that particular item. 
Since participants occasionally Ògot stuckÓ at a particular instance, solution times 
that were longer than 2.5 times the average time were removed (8 cases out of 288). 
Finally, the scores were averaged and plotted in figure 3.4. Only the five A2 
problems and three R2 instances are plotted, since the first R1 and first R2 instance 
are the same for all participants, so average to 1 all the time, and the A3 and R3 
instances at the end of the experiment were completed by too few participants, so 
were also omitted in the analysis. In the first part for each of the two groups there is 
a clear learning effect, since on average participants start at around 1.3 times the 

First part Second part

Group 1

Direct manipulation

Average solution time = 143 sec

Propositional

Average solution time = 292 sec

Group 2

Propositional

Average solution time = 287 sec

Direct manipulation

Average solution time = 150 sec

Figure 3.4. Relative time to solve each instance for the two groups and the two parts of the 
experiment
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average time to solve an instance, and improve to around 0.8 times the average time. 
In the second part of the experiment, there is no effect of learning. This cannot be 
explained by the fact that the learning curve has flattened out due to the fact that 
there is nothing left to learn, since the average solution time is not better than in the 
first part, but even slightly worse (average solution times are below each of the 
graphs.) So, there is evidence for a time-on-task effect. This effect has several possible 
explanations, like boredom and a decrease in motivation or mental fatigue.

An analysis using multilevel statistics
A more thorough method to analyze the data that gives an impression of the impact 
of the different factors on the solution time, is to make a statistical model using 
multilevel analysis (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992). A model in the sense of multilevel 
analysis is a set of regression equations that predicts the dependent variable, the 
solution time in our case. The basic regression equation is as follows:

(3.1)

The solution time  for participant i and trial t is predicted by an intercept  for 
participant i, plus the inßuence of a number of factors. Factors, in this equation 
represented by , , etc., are in our case the type of interface, the difÞculty of an 
instance and the trial number. These factors are scaled by , , etc. The Þnal part 
of the equation, , represents the random variance for each trial.

Each of the β scaling factors may vary between participants, as indicated by the i 
index. Each of these scaling factors has its own equation:

(3.2)

(3.3)

Multilevel analysis in general also allows us to add factors to these equations, 
comparable to the  and  in (3.1). These factors represent characteristics of 
individual participants. They are omitted here, since no such information is 
available. The γ-coefficients are called the fixed effects in terms of multilevel analysis, 
since they do not change between either participants or trials. The u-coefficients are 
called random effects, since they vary between participants. Not all factors have a 
significant random effect on differences between individuals, so sometimes the βÕs 
are just equal to the γÕs. An advantage of this method is that between-participant 
variance and within-participant variance can be discerned. A random effect on  
means that individuals have different starting points on the learning curve, so a 
random intercept. If we take the trial number as a factor, the β-coefficient that serves 
as its multiplication factor will become the slope of the learning curve. A random 
effect on this coefficient means individuals have different learning rates, so a random 

yti β0i β1i Ati β2iBti … rti+ + + +=

yti β0i

Ati Bti
β1i β2i

rti

β0i γ00 u0i+=

β1i γ10 u1i+=

Ati Bti

β0i
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slope. Figure 3.5 illustrates the difference between a random intercept and a random 
slope.

The general method to find the most appropriate model for a certain set of data is to 
use a multilevel analysis program to estimate the coefficients in the model. In this 
case MLn (Rasbash & Woodhouse, 1995) is used. The analysis starts with a very 
simple model, after which additional factors are added incrementally. After each 
additional factor, the deviance (- 2 log likelihood) between the model and the data is 
checked, to see if the additional factor provides for a significant improvement. 

Analysis of the Þrst part of the experiment
One of the constraints on multilevel analysis is that the dependent variable has to 
have a normal distribution. The solution times in the scheduling experiment, 
however, are skewed. In order to Þx this, the logarithm of solution times is used 
instead of plain solution times. One of the factors will be the trial number itself, in 
order to estimate the learning effect. The actual version of (3.1) now becomes:

(3.4)

In this equation t is the trial number, ranging from 1 to 9,  equals 1 if the trial 
involves a type A instance (the difÞcult ones) and 0 otherwise,  equals 1 if the 
item is presented in the propositional interface, and 0 if it is presented in the direct-
manipulation interface. The  term represents the interaction between interface 
and instance type. Note that most of the βÕs have been replaced by γÕs, indicating 
that no random effect on the level of individual differences has been investigated. 
Both β-parameters are calculated according to (3.2) and (3.3). The data used in the 
analysis are all the A2 and R2 instances in the Þrst part of the experiment, nine in 
all. Three data points with excessively long solution times were removed (each from 
a different participant). 

trial number

solution 
time

trial number

solution 
time

Figure 3.5. The difference between a random intercept (left), and a random slope (right). Each line 
represents an individual participant. 
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Although (3.4) represents the most elaborate model, it is not necessarily the best 
model. The procedure to Þnd the best model is as follows. We start with the most 
simple model, in this case the model that just states that the solution time is a Þxed 
value, and all variation is random noise. This model will leave some unexplained 
variance, as expressed in the -2 log likelihood estimate. The next step is to add some 
factor that may improve the model. Adding a factor reduces the degrees of freedom, 
so this reduction must be warranted by a signiÞcant decrease in unexplained 
variance. In this analysis, the signiÞcance threshold will be 5%. Figure 3.6 shows the 
search tree to Þnd the most appropriate model. At the top of the tree the most simple 
model is shown. Adding the factor of time considerably improves the model, as 
shown by the second box. Now there are two choices: adding a random intercept or 
a random slope. The search tree explores both possibilities. Note that the 
introduction of random effects implies replacing a Þxed γ in the formula by a β that 
has a different value for each participant. Although both new models improve the 
previous model, the random intercept model reduces unexplained variance most. 
Moreover, if a random slope is consequently added, this does not improve the 
model. Apparently the individual differences can be captured by just a random 
intercept. The next three steps add the factors of interface type, problem type and the 
interaction between the two. Each of these steps improve the model. Finally, a last 
attempt is made to add a random slope, but this still does not improve the model.

The final model is presented in figure 3.7. It turns out that the effect of trial number 
is very significant, so there is a clear learning effect. The type of interface also has a 
significant impact on the solution time: the propositional interface, not surprisingly, 

Fixed effects

Effect Parameter Estimate S.E. p<

Intercept γ00 5.030 0.130 .000

Trial no. γ10 -0.074 0.014 .000

Propositional interface γ30 0.549 0.163 .000

Type A problem γ20 0.104 0.104 .159

Propositional * Type A γ40 0.298 0.145 .020

Random effects

var(intercept) u0i 0.067 0.030

var(residual) rti 0.207 0.025

-2 log likelihood: 224.9

Figure 3.7. Statistical model of the log solution times
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ylog ti γ00 rti+=

-2 log likelihood= 321.8

ylog ti β0i β1it γ20 Ati γ30V ti γ40 AtiV ti rti+ + + + +=

-2 log likelihood= 220.6

ylog ti γ00 γ10t r+ ti+=

-2 log likelihood= 312.7

ylog ti β0i γ10t r+ ti+=

-2 log likelihood= 255.3

ylog ti γ00 β1it r+ ti+=

-2 log likelihood= 274.6

ylog ti β0i β1it r+ ti+=

-2 log likelihood= 252.5

ylog ti β0i γ10t γ30V ti r+ + ti+=

-2 log likelihood= 239.4

ylog ti β0i γ10t γ20 Ati γ30V ti rti+ + + +=

-2 log likelihood= 229.0

ylog ti β0i γ10t γ20 Ati γ30V ti γ40 AtiV ti rti+ + + + +=

-2 log likelihood= 224.9

add the factor of trial number
p=0.00

add random intercept
p=0.00

add random slope
p=0.00

add interface type
p=0.00

add random slope
p=0.25 (not significant)

add problem type
p=0.00

add interaction between interface and problem type
p=0.04

add random slope
p=0.12 (not significant)

Final model

Figure 3.6. Search tree to Þnd the best model. Each box represents a model, with the equation at the 
top and the -2 log likelihood at the bottom. The thick arrows and boxes indicate the optimal 
search path.
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requires more time. Whether or not an instance is of type A is mainly significant in 
interaction with the type of interface. If the instance is of type A and the interface is 
propositional, there is an extra increase in solution time. This interaction can be 
explained by pointing at the difficulty of type A problems. The hard part of solving 
type A problems is to coordinate precedence constraints that span multiple workers. 
The fact that this type of instances is especially hard in the propositional interface 
condition is evidence for the fact that participants do not use a visual image to 
represent the schedule, but rather a linear string of tasks. If participants used a visual 
image, the type A problems would not have any additional difficulty associated 
with them in the propositional interface condition. If a schedule is represented as a 
linear string, it is easy to check constraints within a worker, but very hard to check 
constraints between workers.

It turns out that the best fitting model only has a random intercept and no random 
slope. So, the main source of individual differences is the starting point of the 
learning curve. Individual differences in learning rate were not large enough to 
provide for a better fitting model.

Analysis of the second part of the experiment
Although the informal analysis already showed that there is probably no learning 
effect in the second half the experiment, a multilevel analysis was conducted for 
that part as well. Before the analysis, Þve datapoints with excessively long solution 
times were removed from the set. Figure 3.8 shows an abbreviated version of the 
search tree: only -2 log likelihoods are shown and the additions to the model. What 
is immediately apparent is that the trial number has no impact on the solution time, 
whether it is added to the simple model or to the Þnal model. Although the 
interaction between interface and problem type is not signiÞcant in the second part 
of the experiment, the other effects are quite similar to effects in the Þrst part of the 
experiment. The bottom part of Þgure 3.8 shows the Þnal model. 

Conclusions
The statistical model of the solution times conÞrms the expectations stated in the 
previous section, at least with respect to the Þrst part of the experiment. There are 
strong effects of learning, interface type and problem type. None of these effects are 
particularly surprising. Oddly enough there is no learning effect in the second part 
of the experiment. An explanation for this has to be sought in the area of motivation 
or fatigue: perhaps participants no longer seek strategies that improve their 
performance. In chapter 5, I will show learning may indeed be partly dependent on 
motivation, because a low motivation makes learning strategies less attractive than 
just trying a simple strategy over and over again. 
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3.4 Analysis of verbal protocols

Inspection of the verbal protocol recordings reveals that only protocols of the 
propositional interface condition can be interpreted easily. The recordings of the 
direct-manipulation interface contain little information, and are difÞcult to correlate 
with actions of the participants in the interface. This was to be expected, since 
verbal protocol analysis tends to be a poor research instrument in assessing tasks 
with a large visual component. Since the learning effects are largest in the Þrst half 
of the experiment, participants from group 2 are used primarily in the analysis. One 
of the recordings was unusable due to problems with the cassette recorder, and 
another participant did not verbalize enough in order to be intelligible. So seven 

297.4

281.8

add random intercept

296.9

add trial number

275.8

add interface type

252.1

add problem type

249.9

252.1

add interaction between interface and problem

add trial 
final model

Fixed effects

Effect Parameter Estimate S.E. p<

Intercept γ00 4.516 0.116 .000

Propositional interface γ30 0.403 0.152 .004

Type A problem γ20 0.427 0.084 .000

Random effects

var(intercept) u0i 0.072 0.035

var(residual) rti 0.264 0.032

-2 log likelihood: 252.1

Figure 3.8. Abbreviated search tree for the model of the second part of the experiment and the Þnal 
model

number
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protocols were available from group 2. To get an impression of group 1 as well, two 
protocols from the second half of the experiment are added, giving a set of nine 
protocols.

We will proceed with the analysis in two steps. First, we will do a detailed analysis 
of a single participant. This analysis will show what kinds of processing are going on 
during problem solving. Secondly, a more quantitative analysis will be done on the 
set of nine protocols. 

Analysis of participant 2
Participant 2 shows a learning curve that is similar in shape to the average learning 
curve (Þgure 3.9). The relative time to solve an instance improves from 2.3 for the 
Þrst instance to 0.5 for the last, a learning effect that is even larger than the average 
participant. The following excerpt is from the protocol of participant 2, while she is 
solving problem A21 (Þgure 3.1). This problem is interesting, since it is followed by 
a large jump in performance. A possible explanation, which we will now examine in 
detail by protocol analysis, is that the participant discovers some new means to 
solve scheduling problems. The problem and the protocol are translated from 
Dutch, as are all other excerpts discussed. First I will repeat the problem:

There are two workers with 6 hours each
Task A takes 1 hour
Task B takes 1 hour
Task C takes 2 hours
Task D takes 2 hours
Task E takes 3 hours
Task F takes 3 hours
The schedule has to satisfy the following constraints:
C before A
E before B
F before B
D before C

0

0.5
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1.5
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A21 D A25 R24 A23 R22 A29 A27
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Figure 3.9. Relative solution times (similar to Þgure 3.4) for participant 2. Note that A21 is the third 
instance the participant has to solve, since the two training problems are not in the graph.
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The protocol is as follows:

Yes. There are two workers with each six hours. Two. Task A, task B, task C. The schedule has to 
satisfy the following constraints... Task C before A, C before A, E before B, F before B and D before C. 
[..unintelligible..] First now D. D.. D..C..A..B.., D..C..A..B.., D.C.A.B., DCAB, and then, DCAB, [keys 
in DCAB] and then E... E..F, E..F. [keys in EF] [Receives feedback] Oh, task F is not before B. C.., D has 
to be before C. D.. No, C..D.., D has to be before C. C.. D.., C.. D.., A...B [keys in CDAB] thatÕs one 
worker. E..F..., [keys in EF]. [receives feedback] Huh?! Task F is not before B and task D is not before 
C? Oh wait. D has to be before C, so Þrst D... D...C..AB..AB [keys in DCAB]. Next worker, F.. yes, 
F..E.., ready. [keys in FE]. [receives feedback] Task E is not before B? IsnÕt it? Yes? [Emphasizing, keys 
in] D..C..A..B..E..E..F...ready. [receives feedback]. Well! Ehmm.. Task D takes two hours. [Silence] 
Task F is not before B, so F should be before B. Task E before... E should be before B, so E and F 
shouldnÕt be done by.... by the same worker. So we will, letÕs see. Task C before A, so we will Þrst.... E 
before B, so we will Þrst E..E..E..B..C. E...E..B..C.., EBC, no thatÕs not right. EBC..F..A..B.. Ah.. start 
again. The D should be before C. [silence]. E... Ehm... The D should be before the C, so we put the D 
with worker one, and C with worker two. So we start with E with worker one... E..C..A.. E.C.A. 
ECA.. E.C.A. No, I donÕt get it... E..C..A..D..F.. Oh.. wrong again. 

This is about half of the total protocol for problem A21. Participant 2 needed 793 
seconds to solve the whole problem. It is obvious that the written protocol doesnÕt 
reveal much in the presentation given above. Nevertheless, we can already infer 
some categories into which we can classify the various elements in the protocol. First 
there are reading actions, in which the participant reads parts of the problem. It is 
also obvious that the participant incrementally builds a schedule by adding tasks 
one by one. So adding a task to the current schedule is also a possible action. The 
interesting parts of the protocol are the parts in which the participant makes complex 
inferences. There is one obvious example in the above excerpts, where the 
participants remarks Òso E and F shouldnÕt be done by.... by the same worker.Ó In 
order to reach this conclusion, five constraints of the problem need to be combined: 
the fact that each worker has six hours that both E and F take three hours, and the 
fact that both E and F must be before B. Identification of the simple steps in the 
problem solving process enables us to keep track of the information the participant 
has in working memory at a particular time. In order to analyze the above fragment, 
and the rest of the protocol, the following categories will be used.

Notational primitives:

• c:a denotes the constraint ÒC before AÓ. Participants can connect these 
constraints to more advanced schemas like b:c:a (b is before c is before a) or b;c:a 
(b and c are both before a).

• sched(acd|bef) denotes a schedule or a schedule fragment, the vertical bar 
separates workers.

• a5 denotes the number of hours a task takes (in this case: task a takes 5 hours).

• work2 denotes the number of workers (in this case 2 workers).

• time7 denotes the number of hours each worker has (in this case 7 hours).

• diff(a,b) denotes the fact that task a and b must be done by different workers
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• same(a,b) denotes the fact that task a and b must be done by the same worker.

• last(a) denotes the fact that task a must be done last by a worker.

• Þrst(a) denotes the fact that task a must be done Þrst by a worker.

• middle(a) denotes the fact that task a must be somewhere in the middle of the 
schedule of a worker.

Reading
When the participant reads something from the screen, this is denoted by the Read() 
action. The argument is the item read. For example, Read(c:a) corresponds to the 
participant reading Òc before aÓ. The result of a reading action is that the item read 
is in working memory.

Adding tasks to the schedule
When a participant adds new items to the current schedule this is represented by 
the Add() action. The argument is the task added to the schedule. The result of an 
add action is that the task is added to the current schedule in working memory.

Rehearsing working-memory items
Any items in working memory (WM) can be rehearsed, which is denoted by the 
Reh() action. The argument is the item rehearsed.

Inference
In general inference is denoted by Inf(p1; p2 → q), meaning q is inferred from p1 
and p2. Precondition for such an inference is that p1 and p2 are available in 
memory. The result is that q will be in working memory.

Evaluation

• Eval+ denotes that the participant concludes the schedule is correct.

• Eval-() denotes that the participant concludes that the schedule is incorrect. If a 
violated constraint is mentioned, it is given as the argument, for example Eval-
(c:a): the schedule is incorrect because c is not before a

• IEval+ denotes that the program accepts the solution

• IEval-() denotes that the program rejects the solution, the violated constraint(s) 
are again between parentheses

Other actions

• Restart denotes that the participant starts again

• Inkey() denotes that the participant keys a (possibly partial) solution into the 
computer

• Fill denotes miscellaneous remarks
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• Meta denotes remarks about the difÞculty or other aspects of the task

• Q denotes a question of the participant to the experimenter

Using this scheme, the following analysis can be made of the protocol fragment. The 
analysis column shows an interpretation of the fragment listed in the protocol 
column. The WM column shows the possible contents of working memory based on 
this interpretation. 

Problem A21. Time 793 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

1. Yes. There are two workers with 
each six hours.

Read(work2); 
Read(time6)

work2; time6

2. Two. Task A, task B, task C. Reh(work2); Read(a); 
Read(b); Read(c)

work2

3. The schedule has to satisfy the 
following constraints...

Fill

4. Task C before A, C before A, E 
before B, F before B and D before 
C.

Read(c:a); Reh(c:a); 
Read(e:b); Read(f:b); 
Read(d:c)

c:a; e:b; f:b; d:c

5.  [unintelligible] ?

6. Þrst now D. D.. Add(d) sched(d)

7. D..C..A..B.., Reh(d); Add(c); Add(a); 
Add(b)

sched(dcab)

8. D..C..A..B.., Reh(dcab) sched(dcab)

9. D.C.A.B, Reh(dcab) sched(dcab)

10. DCAB, Reh(dcab) sched(dcab)

11. and then, Add(|) sched(dcab|)

12. DCAB, [keys in DCAB] Reh(dcab|); KeyIn(dcab|) sched(dcab|)

13. and then E... Add(e) sched(e)

14. E..F.. Reh(e); Add(f) sched(ef)

15. E..F.. [keys in EF] Reh(ef); KeyIn(ef) sched(ef)

16. [receives feedback] Oh, task F is 
not before B.

IEval-(f:b); Restart

17. C.., Read(c)

18. D has to be before C. Read(d:c) d:c

19. D Read(d)

20. No, C..D.., Add(c); Add(d) sched(cd)

There are two 
workers with each 
6 hours
Task A 1 hour
Task B 1 hour
Task C 2 hours
Task D 2 hours
Task E 3 hours
Task F 3 hours
The schedule has 
to satisfy the 
following 
constraints:
C before A
E before B
F before B
D before C
Solution:
ECA
DFB
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21. D has to be before C. Read(d:c) sched(cd); c:d

22. C..D.. Reh(cd) sched(cd)

23. C..D.., Reh(cd) sched(cd)

24. A..B.. [keys in CDAB] Add(a); Add(b); 
KeyIn(cdab)

sched(cdab)

25. ThatÕs one worker Add(|); KeyIn(|) sched(cdab|)

26. E..F..., [keys in EF]. Add(e); Add(f); KeyIn(ef) sched(cdab|ef)

27. [receives feedback] Huh?! Task F 
is not before B and task D is not 
before C? 

IEval-(f:b;d:c); Restart

28. Oh wait. Fill

29. D has to be before C, Read(d:c) d:c

30. so Þrst D... D...C..AB..AB [keys 
in DCAB]. 

Add(d); Reh(d); Add(c); 
Add(a); Add(b); Reh(ab); 
KeyIn(dcab)

sched(dcab)

31. Next worker, Add(|); KeyIn(|) sched(dcab|)

32. F.. yes, F..E.., ready. [keys in FE]. Add(f); Reh(f); Add(e); 
KeyIn(fe)

sched(dcab|fe)

33. [receives feedback] Task E is not 
before B? 

IEval-(e:b) sched(dcab|fe)

34. IsnÕt it? Yes? ? Fill sched(dcab|ef)

35. [Emphasizing, keys in] 
D..C..A..B..E..E..F...ready. 

KeyIn(dcab|ef) sched(dcab|ef)

36. [receives feedback]. Well! IEval- sched(dcab|ef)

37. Ehmm.. Task D takes two hours. Read(d2) sched(dcab|ef); 
d2

38. [Silence] Fill sched(dcab|ef)

39. Task F is not before B, Eval-(f:b) sched(dcab|ef); 
f:b

40. so F should be before B. Reh(f:b) sched(dcab|ef); 
f:b

41. Task E before... E should be 
before B, 

Read(e:b) sched(dcab|ef); 
f:b; e:b

42. so E and F shouldnÕt be done 
by.... by the same worker.., 

Inf(f:b; e:b; e3; f3; time6 
→ diff(e,f))

diff(e,f)

Problem A21. Time 793 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM
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A dissection of the protocol in terms of the analysis above reveals a bit more of what 
is going on during the problem solving process. Figure 3.10 shows a summary of the 
analysis in the form of the search tree that is traversed in the episode above. 

The participant starts with reading the problem (1-4, not shown in the figure). After 
that, there are four episodes in which she tries to find a solution (5-16, 17-27, 28-33 
and 34-36). Each of these episodes consists of a number of alternating processes: 
incrementally increasing the current schedule, rehearsing the current schedule, and 

43. So we will, letÕs see. Task C 
before A,

Restart; Read(c:a) diff(e,f); c:a

44. so we will Þrst.... Fill diff(e,f)

45. E before B, Read(e:b)

46. so we will Þrst E..E..E..B..C. Add(e); Reh(e); Reh(e); 
Add(b); Add(c)

sched(ebc)

47. E...E..B..C.., Reh(e); Reh(ebc) sched(ebc)

48. EBC, Reh(ebc) sched(ebc)

49. no thatÕs not right. Eval- sched(ebc)

50. EBC..F..A..B.. Add(|); Add(f); Add(a); 
Add(b)

sched(ebc|fab)

51. Ah.. start again. Restart

52. The D should be before C. Read(d:c) d:c

53. [silence]. Fill d:c

54. E... Ehm... Read(e) d:c

55. The D should be before the C, so 
we put the D with worker one,

Inf(d:c → diff(c,d))

56. and C with worker two. 

57. So we start with E with worker 
one...

Add(e) sched(e)

58. E..C..A.. Reh(e); Add(c); Add(a) sched(eca)

59. E.C.A. Reh(eca) sched(eca)

60. ECA.. Reh(eca) sched(eca)

61. E.C.A. Reh(eca) sched(eca)

62. No, I donÕt get it... Fill

63. E..C..A..D..F.. Oh.. wrong again. Reh(eca); Add(d); Add(f); 
Eval-

Problem A21. Time 793 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM
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evaluating the current schedule. At the end of each episode, the resulting schedule 
is either rejected by the interface or by the participant. Although the participant does 
not reveal on what basis she selects tasks to add to the plan, the precedence 
constraints seem to be an obvious lead. The DCAB sequence, which recurs in three 
of the four episodes, directly reflects the ÒD before CÓ and ÒC before AÓ constraints. 
A possible strategy underlying this type of sequencing is to look for two constraints 
in which the second task in the first constraint equals the first task in the second 
constraint, and distill a three-task sequence out of it. 

Up to line 36 in the protocol, the problem-solving process seems to follow a straight 
forward search pattern, although the participant only backtracks once, but rather 
starts again after a dead end in the search tree. Furthermore, the participant tries the 
same solution twice. After four unsuccessful tries, however, the participant reaches 
an impasse (37-38). After this impasse, a complex inference is used to infer a new 
constraint, the fact that task E and F should be assigned to different workers (39-42). 
As mentioned before, this inference is quite complex, since it involves five 
constraints. Using this newly inferred constraint, search is resumed, and a new 
unsuccessful episode follows (43-51). The solution reached in this episode differs 
from the previous episodes, however, in the sense that the newly derived constraint 

Figure 3.10. Search tree corresponding to the analysis of instance A21. Numbers in parentheses refer 
to line numbers in the protocol.

D DCAB DCAB
EF

feedback from interface: F not before B 
(5-16)

C CD CDAB CDAB
EF

feedback interface: F not before B, D not before C
(17-27)

D DCAB DCAB
FE

feedback interface: E not before B
(28-33)

DCAB
EF

feedback interface: F not before B

impasse (37-38)

inference that E and F should be assigned to different workers (39-42)

E EBC

(34-36)

EBC
FAB

restart on own initiative
(43-51)

impasse

inference that C and D should be assigned to different workers

E ECA ECA
DF

(52-56)

restart on own initiative
(57-63)
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is satisfied. Another interesting change is that the participant evaluates the solution 
herself, instead of relying on the interface. In the next episode the participant derives 
another new constraint, the fact that task D and C should also be assigned to 
different workers (52-56). In the final episode (57-63), the participant nearly reaches 
the solution. Although she only needs to add task B to her schedule, she somehow 
decides the solution is incorrect and starts anew. Examination of the complete 
protocol reveals that the participant needs several more search episodes before she 
solves the problem.

The problem solving fragment discussed above shows aspects of two theories of 
problem solving. Processing within search episodes concurs with the theory that 
problem solving is problem-space search, which we have discussed in chapter 1. On 
a more global scale, however, the fragment shows aspects of insight theory 
(Davidson, 1995). According to insight theory, which is rooted in Gestalt 
psychology, the interesting moment in problem solving is when the problem solver 
suddenly ÒseesÓ the solution, in a moment when an Òunconscious leap in thinkingÓ 
takes place. Instead of describing problem solving as a gradual approach of the goal, 
insight theory predicts the following pattern: exploration, impasse, insight and 
execution. The nine-dots problem is a typical example (see figure 1.3 in chapter 1): 
the exploration phase consists of fruitless search within the boundaries of the nine 
dots, after which an impasse occurs followed by the insight that lines may go beyond 
the boundaries of the grid. This insight allows for a final resolution in terms of a 
solution.

This insight problem-solving pattern can be found in the problem-solving fragment, 
since the four unsuccessful search attempts (5-36) can be seen as the exploration 
phase, after which an impasse occurs (37-38), followed by an insight (39-42). 
Unfortunately, the insight is only an important step in the direction of the solution, 
so the execution phase actually involves some more exploration. Furthermore, the 
insight episode isnÕt really an Òunconscious leap in thinkingÓ, but rather an episode 
of solid rational reasoning. Although the fragment shows the pattern of insight 
problem solving, it does not share the more mystical aspects associated with some 
versions of insight theory.

Learning the different-worker strategy
From the viewpoint of learning problem solving it is interesting to investigate 
whether something is learned during an insight episode. Although it is hard to 
actually prove something new is learned, it is possible to Þnd some evidence that 
this is the case. One way to do this is to see if the same pattern of reasoning can be 
found again in later instances. After problem R25, a problem in which the pattern 
cannot be used, it recurs in problem A25, as the following fragment shows:
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Again, the complex inference is made after two unsuccessful search attempts. In this 
case, however, there is no impasse: the participant immediately makes the inference. 
Later in the experiment, in problem A29, the same strategy is used:

The only difference with problem A25 is that the participant seems to recognize the 
fact that this pattern has occurred before. In the final type A problem, problem A27, 
the participant immediately uses the newly learned strategy without resorting to 
fruitless search first:

Summarizing, the four protocol fragments show how a new strategy, the Òdifferent-
worker strategyÓ, comes into existence. In A21, the strategy is discovered in a classic 

Problem A25 Time 300 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

20. task A should be before D Read(a:d) sched(adcb); 
a:d

21. A..D..C..B..E..F..ready.. Inkey(adcb); Add(|); 
Add(e); Add(f); 
Inkey(adcb|ef)

sched(adcb|ef)

22. task F is not before B. IEval-(f:b) f:b

23. so E and F cannot be done by the 
same worker...

Inf(e2; f2; time4; f:b; e:b 
→ diff(e,f))

diff(e,f)

Problem A29 Time:128 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

15. B..A..D..C, next worker.. Reh(badc); Add(|) sched(badc|)

16. E..F, ready. Add(ef); Inkey sched(badc|ef)

17. Oh, task F is not before C, so E 
and F again canÕt go together.

IEval-(f:c); Inf(f:c; ? → 
diff(e,f))

diff(e,f)

Problem A27 Time:140 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

8. So then it is eeh, A before C and 
D before A, E beforeB and F 
before B

Read(a:c); Read(d:a); 
Read(e:b); Read(f:b)

a:c; d:a; e:b; f:b

9. E and F can probably not go 
together, since then they will not 
be before B

Inf(e:b; f:b → diff(e,f)) diff(e,f)
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insight problem-solving pattern. In A25, the pattern recurs, except that there is no 
impasse period. In A29, the pattern again recurs, but the participant shows evidence 
of recognizing the strategy. Finally, in A27, the strategy is incorporated in the normal 
search process.

Learning the Þt-the-hours strategy
The different-worker strategy is not the only strategy the participant discovers 
during problem solving. The Þrst indication of a second strategy is in problem R25, 
the fourth problem.

After an unsuccessful search episode, the participant mentions that F, A and B 
belong together, and should be assigned to the first worker. Inspection of the 
particular problem shows why this may be inferred. For each worker, the sum of the 
tasks assigned must add up to nine hours. Only 2+2+5 and 3+3+3 add up to nine in 
this given instance, so A, B and F should go together, and C, D and E. Although this 
particular piece of protocol is only weak evidence for this strategy, stronger evidence 
for the new strategy can be found in problem R24, two problems later.

Problem R25 Time 200 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

15. ABF...D..E..C.. Reh(abf|d); Add(e); 
Add(c); Inkey(abf|dec)

sched(abf|dec)

16. Oh, no, thatÕs not right. task C is 
not before B,

Eval-(c:b) sched(abf|dec)

17. OK, one more time. Restart

18. F, A and B belong together, so 
the Þrst worker...

Inf(f5; a2; b2; time9 → 
same(a,b,f))

same(a,b,f)

Problem R24 Time 93 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

1. two workers with each nine 
hours,

Read(work2); 
Read(time9)

work2; time9

2. letÕs look at the hours... Meta

3. seven plus two can again be 
nine,

Read(e7); Read(a2); 
Read(b2); Inf(e7; a2; b2 
→ same(2,7))

same(2,7)

2 workers
9 hours
A 2 hours
B 2 hours
C 3 hours
D 3 hours
E 3 hours
F 5 hours

A before E
C before B
E before D

Solution:
AFB
CED

2 workers
9 hours
A 2 hours
B 2 hours
C 3 hours
D 4 hours
E 7 hours

A before B
C before D
C before B

Solution:
EB
ACD
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After problem R24, the participant uses this strategy at the start of every new 
problem, a clear indication that this new strategy has been incorporated in the 
general problem solving method. In the problem A29, the strategy has become 
routine, and the participant can even recognize whether or not the strategy is useful.

Summary of the qualitative analysis
The most interesting aspect that can be found in the protocol of participant 2 is the 
fact that she learns two new strategies to solve scheduling problems. The Þrst time 
these strategies surface is after one or more unsuccessful search attempts. It is quite 
probable that the participant discovers the strategy at this point. Later on, they are 
incorporated in the problem solving process. Since scheduling is intractable, these 
strategies do not provide an effective procedure to solve the general scheduling 
problem. Nevertheless, they are useful for a large number of instances of the 
problem. 

Another aspect of the problem solving process is that the participant hardly uses 
backtracking: she just starts all over again. On the other hand, she does keep track of 
what she does somehow, since a renewed search attempt is almost always a 
variation on the previous attempt. A final very obvious aspect is the role of rehearsal. 

4. Four, three and two equals nine, Read(d4); Read(c4); 
Read(b2); Read(a2); 
Inf(d4; c3; b2; a2 → 
same(2,3,4))

same(2,7); 
same(2,3,4)

5. So that seven has to go with A or 
B.

Inf(same(2,7); e7 → 
same(2,e7))

same(2,e7)

Problem A29 Time:128 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

1. eehm, there are two workers 
with each six hours.

Read(work2; time6) work2; time6

2. It may be the case that E and F 
go together, because three plus 
three,

Inf(e3; f3; time6 → 
same(e,f))

same(e,f)

3. And DCBA, two, two, two, one 
hour.

Inf(d2; c3; b1; a1; time6 
→ same(a,b,c,d))

same(e,f); 
same(a,b,c,d)

4. It can also be the case that... 
Well, anything can be the case.

Meta

Problem R24 Time 93 seconds

Protocol Analysis WM

2 workers
6 hours
A 1 hour
B 1 hour
C 2 hours
D 2 hours
E 3 hours
F 3 hours

A before D
B before A
E before C
F before C

Solution:
EAD
BFC
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The participant uses rehearsal quite extensively to keep partial solutions active in 
memory. Interleaving rehearsal with other aspects of processing requires planning 
as well. The participant not only has to create a schedule for the workers in the 
scheduling problem, she has to schedule her own activities as well.

Quantitative analysis
To get a more reliable picture of the ideas outlined in the previous section, a 
simpliÞed version of the analysis has been carried out for all protocols. All main 
analyses have been done on the seven interpretable protocols from group 2. 
Occasionally we will also look at the two protocols from group 1. Two observers, a 
professor in computer science and a graduate student in psychology, were asked to 
score the protocols according to the following categories:

• Simple inferences, deÞned by the fact that two or less constraints are involved. 
Constraints are all aspects of the task, e.g. ÒA before CÓ constraints, the fact that 
task C takes two hours, and any constraints the participants themselves have 
derived.

• Complex inferences that resemble the Þt-the-hours strategy

• Complex inferences that derive the fact that two tasks should be assigned to 
different workers

• Complex inferences that derive the fact that two or more tasks should be 
assigned to the same worker

• Complex inferences that derive the fact that some task should be at the 
beginning of the schedule, at the end of the schedule, or somewhere in the 
middle

• Complex inferences that do not Þt in with any of the previous categories

• Counting, if the participant uses counting to do addition

The last category requires some more explanation. It turned out some of the 
participants sometimes used counting as a strategy to do addition. This strategy is 
normally found only in children who have not yet memorized all addition facts. A 
possible explanation is that in situations where working memory demands are high, 
counting is a procedure that is less likely to disrupt the contents of working memory 
than retrieving a fact.

After the observers had scored the protocols, the correspondence was calculated. 
Correspondence is expressed using the kappa-measure (van Someren, Barnard & 
Sandberg, 1994), which corrects for the expected correspondence. The kappa 
measure turned out to be 0.61. According to van Someren et al., kappa should at least 
be 0.70. Closer inspection of the categories, however, revealed that simple inferences 
and miscellaneous complex inferences were scored very unreliably. Furthermore, 
the fit-the-hours strategy and inferences that two or more tasks should be assigned 
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to the same worker were hard to distinguish. So, the simple inferences and the 
miscellaneous complex inferences were removed from the analysis, and inferences 
that tasks should be done by the same worker were collapsed with the fit-the-hours 
category. This resulted in the correspondence table in figure 3.11, and a kappa of 
0.72, which is an acceptable value. The entry in the Blnk/Blnk cell (2114) of the figure 
is high due to the fact that most entries in the protocol were not classified, since they 
contained no apparent inferences (or counting events). Figure 3.11 also shows that 
the fit-the-hours and the different-worker strategies are most prominent among the 
complex inference strategies. So, the two strategies we found in participant 2 are also 
the main strategies found in the rest of the participants. The analyses of both 
observers were combined into a single analysis using only the complex inferences 
both observers agreed on. If both observers agreed on a complex inference, but used 
different categories (5 cases), the experimenter chose the most appropriate category.

One would expect that if participants learn new strategies during problem solving, 
the number of complex inferences increases with practice. Figure 3.12 shows this is 
indeed the case: in the first problem the participants use 0.5 complex inferences on 
average to reach the solution, which increases to more than 2 inferences in instance 8, 
dropping back slightly in the last two instances. 

Figure 3.13 shows how the two most prominent strategies are distributed over the 
individual participants. The black boxes mark the use of the fit-the-hours strategy for 
a certain instance, while the grey boxes indicate the use of the different-worker 
strategy. As is evident in the figure, some of the aspects witnessed in the analysis of 
participant 2 are also evident in other participants. Some of the participants also 
integrate the fit-the-hours strategy in their standard search strategy, notably 
participants 2, 6, 7 and 11. The same is true for the different-worker strategy. This is 
less evident in the figure, since the different-worker strategy cannot be used 

Observer 1

Observer 2 Blnk Ch Cdiff CÞrst Clast Cmid Cnt

No score or removed (Blnk) 2114 8 5 6 3 2 1

Fit-the-hours strategy (Ch) 11 32 1

Different worker (Cdiff) 5 27

Assign Þrst (CÞrst) 24 1 3 15

Assign last (Clast) 9 16

Assign middle (Cmid) 1 2

Use counting to add (Cnt) 1 14

Figure 3.11. Correspondence between the two observers
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successfully for every instance. Participants 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7, however, show consistent 
use of it. 

The use of counting to add numbers was use extensively by participant 1, who used 
it 13 times to add numbers. Three participants, 6, 11 and 12, only used it once, and 
the other participants showed no evidence for the use of counting to do addition. 
Although this aspect has no relevance to the rest of the discussion here, I will return 
to this matter briefly in chapter 5.

3.5 Conclusions

The analyses presented in this chapter only scratch the surface of all that is going on 
during problem solving. But it is a study in the spirit of Alan Newell, in which we 
try to learn as much as possible by studying a single complex task. It is clear that 
learning in problem solving cannot be accounted for by a simple, one-principle 
theory. Nevertheless many of the aspects found in the analysis support the general 
outline discussed in chapter 1. There is evidence for the use of problem-space 
search, but also for qualitative insight-like changes in problem-solving approach. 
Participants discover and reÞne new strategies as the experiment proceeds, 
enabling them to eventually handle even more complex problems.

The next two chapters will examine details of the aspects of learning in problem 
solving that have been found in this chapter. The strategy is to formulate a model 
based on intuitions gained from the scheduling experiment, and test these models 
on more simple experiments and data from the literature. 
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Maintaining the current problem context
One important aspect of problem solving, which becomes most apparent if problem 
solving has to be done entirely by heart, is to maintain the current problem context 
in memory. Protocols show participants have great difÞculty with this aspect of 
problem solving, since they give a lot of attention to rehearsing their current 
schedule, but nevertheless make many mistakes with it. Clearly there is more going 
on than just pure rational search. But participants have to do more than just 
rehearsal, they also have to keep track of other dynamic aspects of problem solving, 
such as what they have already tried and what new constraints they have already 
derived. Coordinating knowledge in the current problem context has aspects of 
implicit and explicit learning. Rehearsal is clearly an intentional, explicit aspect, but 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

participant 1

participant 2

participant 3

participant 4

participant 5

participant 6

participant 7

participant 11 
from condition 1

participant 12 
from condition 1

Figure 3.13. Strategy use plotted for individual participants. Black boxes indicate the Þt-the-hours 
strategy was used for that particular trial, and grey boxes indicate the use of the different-
worker strategy.
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a growing sense of the inadequacy of search given the current knowledge, is more 
implicit. Chapter 4 will elaborate on this topic, and will discuss a model of 
rehearsal.

The role of insight and rule learning
Protocol analysis showed clear evidence for the emergence of two distinct problem-
solving strategies, the Þt-the-hours strategy and the different-worker strategy. The 
single protocol that was analyzed in detail also showed a learning pattern that 
resembled the exploration-impasse-insight-resolution scheme posed by insight 
theory. In chapter 5, a rational basis for this pattern of problem solving will be 
sought. Additionally, the problem of how new rules can be learned during an 
insight episode will be discussed. 

3.6 Appendix: Proof of NP-completeness of fully-Þlled precedence 
constrained scheduling

A proof of NP-completeness consists of two steps. First, the problem must be in NP, 
and secondly it must be possible to polynomially reduce any NP problem to the 
candidate NP-complete problem. Reducing a problem A to problem B means that 
there exists a transformation function T that takes an arbitrary instance of problem 
A and returns an instance of problem B, satisfying the condition that the solutions 
to both instances are the same. To polynomially reduce A to B means that the 
transformation function T must have a polynomial time complexity. 

To prove that any NP problem can be reduced to a candidate NP-complete problem 
is very hard. Fortunately, there is a much easier method. It is sufficient to prove that 
an arbitrary other NP-complete problem can be reduced to the candidate NP-
complete problem. Since all NP problems can be reduced to this other NP-complete 
problem, any NP problem can be reduced to the candidate NP-complete problem in 
two steps (figure 3.14).

The original definition of PCS assumes all tasks have a duration of one hour. So FF-
PCS also differs in this respect, since tasks can have an arbitrary duration. The NP-
completeness proof will have to take this into account as well. The formal definition 
of PCS is as follows (from Garey & Johnson, 1979).

DeÞnition of PCS
An instance is a set T of tasks, each having length , a number  of 
workers, a partial order < on T, and an overall deadline . The question to be 
answered for each instance is: is there an m-worker schedule for T that meets the 
overall deadline D, i.e., a function  such that, for all , the number of 

l t( ) 1= m IN
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tasks  for which  is no more than m and such that, for all 
, , and obeys the precedence constraints, i.e., such that  

implies ?

DeÞnition of FF-PCS

FF-PCS differs from PCS with respect to the following two points: it allows arbitrary 

lengths of tasks, so , and it requires the schedule to be filled, so 

.

Theorem
FF-PCS is NP-complete.

Proof
First, we have to prove that FF-PCS is NP. The problem is NP, if there is an 
algorithm consisting of two parts: a non-deterministic part that ÒguessesÓ a 
schedule, and a deterministic algorithm of polynomial time complexity that checks 
whether this schedule meets all the constraints. Both parts of this algorithm are 
easy: guessing a schedule is just Þlling  with arbitrary values, and checking the 
schedule means checking the precedence constraints (one check for each 
constraint), whether all tasks end before the deadline (one check for each task), and 
whether there are no overlapping tasks (no more checks required than the 
multiplication of the number of tasks and the deadline D).

The second part of the proof involves the reduction of PCS, a known NP-complete 
problem, to FF-PCS. So, given an instance I of PCS, we have to show how this 

NP problems

candidate 
NP-complete 
problem

To prove a problem is NP-complete, 
one has to prove any NP problem can 
be reduced to it.

NP problems

other NP-complete 
problem

The easiest way to do this is through 
another NP-complete problem, since 
it requires only a single reduction.

Figure 3.14. How to prove any problem can be reduced to an NP-complete problem 

candidate    NP-complete 
problem

t T∈ σ t( ) u σ t( ) l t( )+<≤
t T∈ σ t( ) l t( )+ D≤ t t'<

σ t'( ) σ t( ) l t( )+≥

l t( ) IN
+∈

l t( )
t T∈
∑ mD=

σ t( )
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instance can be transformed into an instance IÕ of FF-PCS, and have to prove that if 
there is a schedule for I, there is a schedule for IÕ, and if there is no schedule for I, 
there is no schedule for IÕ either. 

The best way to understand this transformation is to think of a PCS schedule as a 
schedule in which some of the workers have time left in which they have nothing to 
do. Now suppose we also want to schedule this Òfree timeÓ. This will not increase or 
decrease the difficulty of the process, since there are no constraints on free time, it is 
just that any time that is left over is now officially called a Òfree-timeÓ task. 

For the transformation function we will distinguish three possible cases, two of 

which are trivial. The first is the case in which , so the total duration of 

all tasks exceeds the total time workers have. In that case there can never be a 
solution. So we can just transform all instances to a single FF-PCS instance for which 
we know no schedule is possible. This transformation satisfies the condition, since 

for all instances there is no schedule. The second trivial case is when : 

the total duration equals the total time the workers have. In this case the PCS 
instance already is a FF-PCS instance, so we can just use identity as the 

transformation function. The third case is when , the case in which there 

is more available time than it takes to do all the tasks. The idea is to Òfill upÓ the rest 
of the schedule with tasks of length one (Òfree-timeÓ tasks), on which we do not 
impose any precedence constraints. These extra tasks can fill in the rest of the 

schedule. So given an instance I of PCS, we create IÕ by adding  tasks to 

T, each of which has . No precedence constraints are imposed on these new 
tasks. If there is no schedule for I, neither will there be one for IÕ, since it only has 

more tasks to schedule. If there is a schedule for I, it has exactly  points 

in time left for which the schedule has less than m scheduled tasks that can be filled 
with the added tasks in IÕ. Since no precedence constraints are imposed on these 
tasks, they can be scheduled anywhere. 
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